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The Kenya Financial Sector Deepening (FSD) programme was established in early 2005 to support the development of financial markets 
in Kenya as a means to stimulate wealth creation and reduce poverty. Working in partnership with the financial services industry, the 
programme’s goal is to expand access to financial services among lower income households and smaller enterprises. It operates as an 
independent trust under the supervision of professional trustees, KPMG Kenya, with policy guidance from a Programme Investment 
Committee (PIC). In addition to the Government of Kenya, funders include the UK’s Department for International Development (DFID), 
the World Bank, the Swedish International Development Agency (SIDA) and Agence Française de Développement (AFD).

Supporting the development of 
inclusive financial markets in Kenya
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KWFT  Kenya Women’s Finance Trust

MFI  Micro-finance institution

MFMI  Micro-finance Management Institute

MOCDM  Ministry of Co-operatives Development and Marketing

MSME  Micro, small and medium enterprises

MTO  Money transfer operator

NBK  National Bank of Kenya

NGO  Non-government organisation

PIC  Programme Investment Committee

POS  Point of sale

ROSCA  Rotating savings and credit associations

SACCO  Savings and credit co-operative

SME  Small and medium sized enterprises

UN  United Nations

vCD  Video compact disc

WOCCU  World Council of Credit Unions

WRS  Warehouse receipts system
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The last year must rank as one of the most difficult periods Kenya has faced 
in its post-independence history. It started with the outbreak of violence 
following the election at the close of 2007. While a political accommodation 
was reached which pulled the country back from the brink, the damage in 
social and economic terms was huge. Commodity price escalation exacerbated 
an already challenging food security position as a result of the impact of the 
post-election violence on cereals production.

By the end of 2008 the financial crisis which had started in US markets a year 
earlier had mushroomed into a world-wide economic recession. Reflecting the 
modest linkages with international financial markets, the immediate impact of 
the crisis on Kenya was relatively muted.  However the longer-term prognosis 
is decidedly gloomier as the slowdown in critical export markets and a likely 
reduction in remittance flows starts to bite. Against this challenging backdrop 
we present our annual report to stakeholders. The progress made over the year 
in the development of financial inclusion was remarkable. While certainly facing 
challenges during 2008, many of FSD’s partners made considerable progress. 
This report seeks to describe the activities in which we’ve been engaged over 
the year as well as to contribute our perspective on developments. We hope 
it is interesting and useful to its readers. It is also an important contribution to 
ensuring that we are accountable for what we do. Accountability is clearly a 
two-way process and we therefore look forward to receiving feedback on what 
we present in this report, whether positive or negative.

All FSD’s work is about ‘making markets work for the poor’. It is founded on 
the premise that supporting the development of sustainable financial markets 
offers the best way to increase financial inclusion. The first section of this report 
provides a brief overview of how we tackle the challenge of developing markets. 
In the second section we offer our perspectives on recent developments in 

DireCTor’S noTe
Kenya’s financial system and the impact on financial inclusion. Following these 
two introductory sections, the report on our activities is organised according to 
our three focal theme areas, rationalised from last year’s five: (i) core financial 
system, (ii) rural finance and (iii) expanding finance for growth.   

The capacity of the core formal financial system to support greater financial 
inclusion, whether directly or indirectly is a consistent priority for FSD. It 
provides the foundation on which much other work will build in the future.  
As in previous years this theme area saw a high level of activity although 
gradually starting to be supplanted by our more targeted work. This is covered 
in the next two theme areas whose aims are to reach rural areas - especially 
focusing on agriculture - and developing finance to support the growth 
potential from the small and medium enterprise (SME) segment. Levels of 
activity have continued to increase in these theme areas over 2008.

Partnership is the cornerstone of all FSD’s work and during the year we 
continued to work with a range of partners from the private sector, civil society, 
government and development agencies. In the table below we list those with 
whom we have directly worked. Inevitably it is abbreviated and omits many 
with whom we interacted indirectly in various ways. We work with partners 
in a wide variety of way, but the common theme is a shared commitment 
to the goal of financial inclusion in Kenya. I would like to sincerely thank all 
our partners for their support and efforts over the year. We look forward to 
continuing and expanding these partnerships in facing the challenges of 2009 
and beyond.

David Ferrand
Director

Table 1: FSD’s direct partners in 2008

Government/ regulators Financial service providers Non-profits/ industry 
associations

Consultants Development partners

Central Bank of Kenya (CBK)
Kenya National Bureau of Statistics 
(KNBS)
Ministry for the Development of 
Northern Kenya 
Ministry of Co-operatives 
Development and Marketing 
Ministry of Finance 
Ministry of Gender 
Ministry of Home Affairs
Ministry of Industrialisation 

ABC Bank
Biashara Factors Ltd
Commercial Bank of Africa
Equity Bank 
Faulu Kenya
FINA Bank 
Jitegemee Trust Ltd (JTL)
K -Rep Fedha Services (KFS)
Kenya Post Office Savings Bank
Kenya Women Finance Trust
Kilifi Teachers SACCO
Mungania Tea GrowersSACCO
Ndege Chai SACCO
Oikocredit
Stima SACCO
Sukari SACCO

Association of Micro-finance 
Institutions (AMFI)
CARE Kenya
East Africa Grain Council (EAGC)
East African Credit Bureau 
Association  (EACBA)
International Livestock Research 
Institute (ILRI)
Kenya Bankers Association (KBA)
Kenya Gatsby Charitable Trust 
Microfinance Management Institute 
(MFMI)
Pride Africa
Unitus 
World Council of Credit Unions

Bankable Frontier 
DAI 
Genesis Analytics
GFA Consulting Group
Investeq
J M Mantle
Microfinance Opportunities
Microfinance Risk Management
MicroSave
PERC
Research International 
Shorebank International
Strategic Business Advisers
Synovate

Agence Française de Développement  
Consultative Group to Assist the Poor 
(CGAP) 
Department for International 
Development (DFID)
FLSTAP
FinMark Trust 
FSD Tanzania
International Finance Corporation 
(IFC)
Rockefeller Foundation
Swedish International Development 
Agency (SIDA)
World Bank
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FSD’S ApproACh: builDing mArKeTS
The importance of the financial system to economic development is well 
understood and Kenya’s long-term plan for national transformation, Vision 
2030, identifies it as one of six priority sectors under the economic pillar.  
Although Kenya’s financial sector is the most developed in the region, it is far 
from achieving its full potential. Notably, despite the marked expansion of the 
retail industry in the recent past, the financial sector in Kenya has only met a 
modest fraction of the growing demand from poorer households and small 
and medium enterprises.

Credit plays a vital role in supporting growth among businesses of all sizes, 
from large to small, and across all sectors from agriculture to services. Smaller 
enterprises are particularly important for poverty reduction, given the direct 
impact of such businesses - especially in the agricultural sector - on the 
livelihoods of poorer people. However, the importance of financial services 
goes beyond credit. Secure savings rank among the most needed financial 
services by poorer households, allowing them to reduce their vulnerability to 
fluctuations in cash flow, cope with emergencies and accumulate funds for 
investments in the household or productive opportunities. A broad range of 
financial services can make a difference for the poor, encompassing credit, 
savings, investment, money transfers and insurance.

FSD takes a market-based approach to financial sector development. Evidence 
from a diverse range of institutions in Kenya and globally shows that financial 
services can be provided profitably to low income markets and smaller 
enterprises. The essential challenge in developing pro-poor finance is in 
opening up these markets.

Opportunities and constraints to market development may exist at a number 
of levels.

At the macro level, government policy, legislation, regulation and  �
supervision set the basic framework within which markets operate.  An 
effective and enabling environment reduces the costs and risks of doing 
business, and so helps to make financial services accessible for lower-
income clients.

At the other end of the spectrum, at the micro level, it is retail providers  �
who actually deliver services, from investment banks to village banks.  
Developing practical know-how among financial institutions is at the 
heart of market development.  Frequently, the lack of experience and 
technical expertise or the risks faced in entering and developing an 
unfamiliar market deter financial institutions from expanding into new 
client segments.

Between these two levels, at the meso level, are industry and sector  �
services on which retail providers depend, encompassing such areas 
as audit, training, IT services, credit reference, marketing, research and 
consultancy. All of these are vital to the sector’s efficient functioning.  
Building the capacity and know-how among relevant service providers 
to the industry can enhance market development.

:
the enabling environment

Meso-level:
industry/sector supports

:
retail providers

TRANSACTIONS

eg: credit reference, business 
services, research

eg: policy, legislation, 
regulation, supervision

Macro-level:
the enabling environment

Meso-level:
industry/sector supports

Micro-level:
retail providers

TRANSACTIONS

eg: banks, MFIs,
insurers

eg: credit reference, business 
services, research

eg: policy, legislation, 
regulation, supervision

Figure 1: The structure of financial markets

Evidence  from a diverse range of 
institutions in Kenya and globally 

shows that financial services can be 
provided profitably to low income 
markets and smaller enterprises.  

The essential challenge in 
developing pro-poor finance is in 

opening up these markets.
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Focal themes during 2008

In order to effectively adjust direction FSD’s previous five current themes 
were rationalised into three with the aim of also creating space for 
potential new activity in the future.  

Core financial system

The future development of the formal financial system remains central 
to the achievement of FSD’s objectives. In FSD’s earlier work in this area 
under two theme areas (building core capacity and development of the 
payment system) there had been strong emphasis on the retail level. 
This new theme area addressing the development of the formal financial 
system consolidated these earlier two theme areas and will gradually 
evolve towards an emphasis on market infrastructure and away from 
working directly with market players.

Rural finance

Currently Kenyans in rural areas are less than half as likely to use banking 
services as those in the urban areas.  It is clear that constraints to rural 
finance remain at the retail, industry and policy levels. FSD’s previous work 
in this area had been covered by two theme areas: strengthening semi-
formal rural delivery channels and agricultural finance. Both continue to 
be relevant and looking for greater integration between developing new 
delivery channels and new products will increase impact. Interventions 
continue to be needed at the retail and industry wide levels. Innovation 
demands continued work with retail players while scaling up - especially 
service provision based on systems of large numbers of small community 
based organizations - requires a more industry wide approach.

Finance for growth

Inclusive or shared growth is a major priority for the Government of 
Kenya and is closely linked to the SME sector.  Although comprehensive 
data on access to finance by SMEs has yet to be produced the evidence 
indicates that constrained access to appropriate finance is significant 
and a hindrance to the growth and development of SMEs in Kenya.  
There are also strong indications that women entrepreneurs face greater 
obstacles in obtaining finance than men. FSD’s work in the finance for 
growth theme area has shown considerable promise and remains highly 
relevant.

FSD Strategy 2008 - 2010

During 2008, FSD started on the implementation of its second three year 
strategy which covers the period from 2008 to 2010. FSD’s vision for financial 
sector development is strongly consistent with that elaborated in the 
Government’s Vision 2030. The strategic objective remained to improve the 
capacity of Kenya’s financial sector to meet the needs of poor rural and urban 
households, micro, small and medium enterprise (SME) on a sustainable 
basis. The size of the challenge faced in tackling the development of financial 
inclusive markets necessarily gave rise to the question of whether FSD should 
seek to prioritise its activities to focus on those which directly and immediately 
increase inclusion.

However there are no short-cuts in market development which is necessarily 
incremental and requires support for successive stages in a long-term process.  
Unless all layers of the market - at the macro, meso and micro levels - are 
effectively developed there is a strong risk that the sustainability of moves to 
build greater outreach will founder.  Recognising considerable uncertainty over 
the future path of Kenya’s economy, the strategy considered financial sector 
development in the context of four medium term potential growth scenarios. 
These ranged from robust recovery and dynamic market based growth to a 
retreat to financial repression and economic recession.  Although the impact 
of FSD’s work will necessarily be severely attenuated in the worst case scenario, 
the strategy positions our work to respond to changing circumstances.

Four strongly interlinked factors were identified as the likely market drivers 
of change in financial inclusion in Kenya: demand side factors, competition, 
efficiency and new technology.  Understanding how these are likely to impact 
on the market is essential to identifying FSD’s future strategy. FSD’s approach 
is not about directly building the supply of pro-poor financial services but 
looking to influence the dynamics of future market development to deliver 
those services.

Based on this analysis seven key challenges are identified for the next three 
years: (a) strengthening the demand pull from better informed and protected 
consumers, (b) pro-access policy and regulatory reforms, (c) formal sector 
consolidation to improve effective competition between strong players, (d) 
bridging the skills gap in the financial sector, (e) closer integration between 
players to maximize the efficiency of the sector as a whole, (f ) strengthening 
semi-formal community based financial systems which reach the more 
remote and poorest, and (g) strengthening credit risk management especially 
to address agriculture and growth SMEs. 

The new strategy positions FSD in the context of these emerging new market 
development challenges and FSD’s existing market positioning. Many of the 
activities in which FSD was already engaged were strongly aligned with 
meeting the new challenges identified.  
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A challenging year for the financial sector

The year was overshadowed by the post-election violence which at one stage 
threatened to plunge the country into chaos with profound adverse social, 
political and economic consequences. A political solution was brokered which 
despite its manifest flaws saved the country from entering a downward spiral 
of politically motivated ethnic conflict. The violence had a dramatic impact on 
economic activity. While recovery started from the second quarter, this was 
against the headwinds of high international fuel and food prices, exacerbated 
by a poor harvest and then the explosion of the global economic crisis. GDP 
growth for the year fell to 1.7% a dramatic reversal of the recent growth trend 
which had reached 7.0% in 2007.  

In the medium term however it looks unlikely that Kenya will avoid the impact 
of the global economic slowdown. A number of Kenya’s key export sectors  - 
tourism, cut flowers, horticulture and coffee - address markets which are likely 
to be strongly affected by shrinking demand in OECD countries. Remittances, 
deriving largely from the Kenyan diaspora in the US and Europe, are vulnerable 
to a downturn as rising unemployment starts to affect this community. In 
the context of this weakening in economic performance, the financial sector 
performed relatively well in 2008. Growth of financial sector GDP was only 
modestly down on the previous year. Overall profitability of the banking sector 
showed a slight dip while the sector showed continued to show strong growth 
in assets and deposits (See figure 2 and 3 below).

In the context of the global financial crisis, inevitably questions have been 
raised over the stability of the Kenyan banking system. While important not 
to be complacent - especially during a slowdown following a period of rapid 
growth - there are few signs yet of a resurgence of the non-performing loan 
problem which has plagued Kenya’s banking system in the recent past (See 
figure 4). Furthermore the banking system is now strongly capitalised, far 
above regulatory requirements and international norms, and therefore appears 
well positioned to face a moderate downturn (See figure 5).

A continuing concern is the price of financial services in Kenya. In previous 
years there had been expectations that growing competition within the 
financial system would result in a reduction in interest rates. Unsurprisingly 
given the political and economic turmoil which characterised 2008, there 
was an increase in spreads which had been showing some indications of a 
downward trend in the latter part of 2007 (See figure 6).  Interest rate spreads 
have now been maintained in a band of between 8-10% for four years.  This 
clearly only gives one side of the story; a significant proportion of the earning 
of many banks derives from fee income. Finding readily comparative data is 
difficult. Drawing on data from the CBK/FSD survey of bank charges shows 
that the weighted average cost of operating a current account to the typical 
user in Kenya increased by 8.4% over the year. This is slightly above the 
average underlying annual inflation rate for the year of 7.6%. 

FinAnCiAl inCluSion in KenYA
Figure 2: Financial sector growth and bank profitability

Figure 3: Growth in bank assets and deposits
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Figure 4: Banking sector: non performing loans

Figure 5: Bank capital
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Reducing financial exclusion

Despite the challenging environment, results from the FinAccess 2009 survey 
undertaken in the first quarter of 2009, showed a strongly improving picture 
on financial inclusion. Comparing results from FinAccess 2006 (undertaken 
in the third quarter of 2006), financial exclusion decreased markedly, as 
illustrated in the access strand shown in figure 7. The level of exclusion - that 
is people not using financial services at all - has reduced from over 38% to just 
below a third of the population. This 5.7% drop represents a reduction in the 
excluded population by 15% in just two and a half years.  

The access strand shows the type of financial services which people use. The 
formal category includes all formally regulated financial institutions and the 
Kenya Post Office Savings Bank (KPOSB), while formal other covers savings 
and credit co-operatives (SACCOs), micro-finance institutions (MFIs) and 
money transfer operators (MTOs). The distinction is based on the impact of 
regulation on what services an institution may legally offer. Only licensed 
banks, SACCOs and MFIs are permitted to accept deposits from the public.  

The informal category encompasses a wide range of institutional types. This 
ranges from the simplest merry-go-rounds or chamas - rotating savings and 
credit associations (ROSCAs), through various more sophisticated group based 
financial organisations to community based organisations such as financial 
service associations (FSA) which are essentially village banks.

The service provided varies with the sophistication. ROSCAs only provide a very 
simple and inflexible mechanism to save and borrow among a relatively small 
group of members. FSAs on the other hand now provide a range of credit, 
savings and money transfer products. Interestingly people in Kenya commonly 
make use of a combination of services.

Figure 8 assigns people according to the most formal service they use. Thus 
someone with a bank account who is also a member of a ROSCA is classified 
as formally included. It is frequently found that people are able to meet their 
financial service needs more effectively by a combination of services rather 
than relying on one provider. 

Revolution at the retail level

Changes seen in financial inclusion reflect the continuation of a major 
expansion in the provision of retail financial services in Kenya. As figure 8 
shows, there has been a significant expansion in outreach by banks (over 50% 
increase in the two and a half years between the surveys) and a doubling by 
MFIs, albeit starting from a relatively low base. 

The most dramatic change has been the expansion of formal money transfer 
usage.  This is a result of the 2007 launch of the money transfer service M-PESA 
by Safaricom, a mobile phone operator. Meanwhile the SACCO segment has 
suffered a major reduction with usage down by over 30% in the period.

Figure 6: Interest rates

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Figure 7: Financial inclusion in Kenya
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Despite the challenging environment, 
results from the FinAccess 2009 

survey undertaken in the first quarter 
of 2009, showed a strongly improving 

picture on financial inclusion.
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The growth in the commercial banking segment continues to be led by Equity 
Bank.  It had the largest expansion in client base of any large bank, increasing 
by 64% over the year to finish the year with over 3 million accounts. Equity 
has become a dominant player in the middle and lower end retail segments; 
alone accounting for an estimated 47% of the bank accounts market by the 
year end.

A number of the other larger network banks have also continued expansion 
over the year, although not at a pace which matches Equity’s. These are 
Barclays, Co-operative, National and Family. Meanwhile K-Rep experienced 
a difficult year and lost market. There are clear signs of consolidation now 
appearing in the retail banking market. The expansion has been accompanied 
by another year of strong growth in delivery channels with the number of 
branches in the country growing by 20%. If the trend continues the result will 
be a number of branches per capita at the same level last seen a decade ago 
before widespread branch closures. 

However with just 2.3 branches per 100,000 people, Kenya remains with a 
relatively sparse financial infrastructure by international standards, certainly 
in the bottom quartile. ATM usage has continued to grow strongly over the 
year, although at 3.8 ATMs per 100,000, again it remains low by international 
comparison. 

The growth of the micro-finance segment has been impressive after a long 
period in which the impact at a national level had been relatively modest.    
There are strong indications that the segment is now set to make a major 
impact on access.

As illustrated in figure 11, this represents the result of a long development 
process which has seen large financial institutions starting to emerge from 
the small non-governmental organisations (NGOs) which experimented with 
group based lending starting in the late 1980s. It is interesting to note that in 
common with the banking industry there are signs of consolidation with the 
leading institutions dominating the market.

The loss of market share in the SACCO segment reflects the impact of the 
growing competition from the commercial banks and MFIs. Although some 
SACCOs have sought to modernise, improving their product offers and service 
standards, many remain with a model which has not changed substantively 
over several decades. Non-performing loans have been problematic for the 
movement undermining the financial position of a number of societies.     

Safaricom’s M-PESA money transfer service experienced phenomenal growth 
over the year as illustrated by figures 12 and 13. By the end of 2008, M-PESA 
had registered over five million users making it the largest single supplier of 
financial services in Kenya. Underpinning this performance has been a similarly 
rapid expansion in the number of agents, with over 6,000 by year end.

Figure 8: Usage of different financial services providers
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Figure 9: Bank branches
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Figure 10: ATMs
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Research among users shows that 
M-PESA is addressing a major need 

in Kenya for safe, quick, low-cost and 
accessible money transfer services. 

This gives M-PESA far more points of presence than any other provider (as at 
the end of the year there were 876 bank branches, 1,025 Post office branches, 
1,424 ATMs and 6,104 MPESA agents). Research shows a very positive 
response to the service from users and it is clear that M-PESA is addressing a 
major need in Kenya for safe, quick, low-cost and accessible money transfer 
services. At present M-PESA is heavily focussed on delivering this core function 
of money transfer. However the system has the potential to support many 
other financial transactions.

Following a successful pilot, one MFI is now undertaking loan repayments 
through M-PESA. Other MFIs and SACCOs are set to follow. Although the 
service is not intended to provide a savings account a growing number of 
users are recognising that their M-PESA account provides a convenient and 
safe store.  

The FinAccess survey showed the continued importance of informal services in 
Kenya. Usage levels have remained largely unchanged over the two surveys.  
This suggests that informal services are frequently used to complement other 
more formal services rather than replace them. More than half of the users of 
formal services also use an informal one. Users of MFIs are especially likely to 
also use an informal service.

This is unsurprising given the heavy reliance on group based methodologies 
by MFIs and common use of ROSCAs among members. The major informal 
services used continue to be ROSCAs for savings (the most common saving 
mechanism other than storage in a safe place) and credit from shopkeepers 
(by far the most common source of credit in Kenya)

Industry level developments

Modest developments were observed at the industry (or meso-level) during 
the year. No major advances in financial market integration were noted, 
perhaps unsurprising in the context of a year characterised by political, social 
and economic uncertainty. An exploratory survey of the business services 

Figure 11: Development of micro-finance in Kenya
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market undertaken by FSD early in 2009 revealed a stronger degree of 
satisfaction with the availability of business services than expected.

The findings contrasted with earlier anecdotal evidence which suggested 
that quality is often weak presenting major challenges to the outsourcing of 
non-core services.  Whether this reflects strong service or low expectations 
will need to be explored further.  Data from the next of these planned annual 
surveys will provide a better sense of the developments in this area.

There have been some signs of interest in improving integration of the 
payments system from a few players but no tangible results as yet. There 
is increased attention being given to the subject by policymakers given its 
potentially far-reaching impact on costs across the financial system. Work is 
needed to frame policy in this area and some preliminary research and analysis 
is expected soon.

In an interesting innovation during the year, M-PESA linked up with the 
independent automated teller machine (ATM) network, PesaPoint, allowing 
customers to withdraw cash from their M-PESA accounts at 110 ATMs across 
the country.  

There were promising signs of increased dynamism in Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) provision to the financial sector. One 
provider launched an outsourced solution targeting SACCOs and MFIs. This 
could provide a major step forward in improving effective automation of 
smaller institutions, improving their competitiveness. 

The communications infrastructure necessary to support outsourced back-
office service provision in Kenya is starting to improve dramatically with the 
development of a national network of fibre-optic for internet backhaul already 
partially completed and the three largest mobile phone operators (Safaricom, 
Zain and Orange) already providing ‘last mile’ wireless connection to a growing 
number of  rural areas.  Other players are also set to enter the market for ‘last 
mile’ with the competing WiMax technology which promises to provide 
significant geographical cover at relatively low infrastructure cost.

Policy and legal framework

A number of key developments occurred during 2008 at the macro level. A 
medium term strategy for the financial sector was drafted by the government 
with a strong emphasis on financial access, although it has yet to be finalised. 
The government announced the long-anticipated policy for the part-
privatisation of the National Bank of Kenya (NBK).

It is hard to judge the appetite of potential strategic investors in the context of 
the global financial crisis. Under the proposed approach the investor will not 
be offered a controlling stake which may dampen enthusiasm. The market’s 
perception of NBK’s franchise value is likely to have diminished as a number 

Figure 13: Growth of M-PESA agents

Figure 14: Informal service users - use of other products

Figure 12: Growth of M-PESA use
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of banks have now built comparable national branch networks organically.  
Little tangible progress has been achieved with respect to the reform of the 
state-owned development finance institutions (DFIs).

The proposed approach which emerged during the year is to consolidate 
the existing DFIs into a single large institution under the supervision of the 
Ministry of Finance. Whether this is viable is uncertain but represents a step 
forward.  The Government driven Youth Fund and Women’s Fund were both 
expanded.  These provide subsidised wholesale finance to banks and MFIs for 
directed lending to these underserved markets.

Unease remains over the potential market distortions although there is as yet 
little compelling evidence of the impact of either scheme.  More concerns 
have been raised over an increase in state involvement in agricultural markets 
which started during the year and has already had adverse effects on market 
functioning.

The regulations for the Microfinance Act were completed and conditional 
approvals granted for licensing of the first two deposit taking MFIs (supported 
by FSD Kenya).  A bill to introduce a new regulatory framework for SACCOs was 
passed.  Implementation is due to commence in 2009.  Regulations to allow the 
licensing of credit bureaus to facilitate the sharing of credit information were 
also gazetted paving the way not just for sharing of negative information but 
potentially allowing positive information and ultimately full-file information 
sharing.  

There is growing pressure to introduce an appropriate regulatory framework 
for branchless and mobile phone based banking following the extraordinary 
success of the M-PESA service and the introduction of retail agents by Equity 
Bank. Elements of the banking industry lobbied hard for the government to 
take a strong line in regulating M-PESA, clearly motivated by concerns over 
the competition it introduces. Finally bowing to this pressure at the end of 
2008, the acting Finance Minister announced an audit of M-PESA. Following 
detailed analysis by CBK’s payments systems department, the Ministry of 
Finance subsequently issued a clean bill of health early in 2009.

FSD in partnership with the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP) and 
the Department for International Development (DFID) have been supporting 
the CBK in moving towards an appropriate regulatory framework. CBK has 
broad powers to oversee the payments system and has been working closely 
with Safaricom, actively monitoring the M-PESA system.

However a clearer legislative framework is needed which is set to be provided 
under the proposed National Payments System Bill. New regulations will 
be required for both non-bank providers under this bill and banks under 
envisaged amendments to the Banking Act. Clearly a major concern will be 
ensuring fair competition between banks and non-banks here.

A busy shopping street in the small town of Limuru. According to the results of 
the 2009 FinAccess national survey, credit from shopkeepers remains by far 
the most common source of credit in Kenya. 
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Kenya’s formal financial system lies at the heart of increasing financial 
inclusion. FSD’s work under this theme area aims to develop the capacity of 
the formal financial institution to support increased access, whether directly 
or indirectly. In 2008 we continued to engage with a range of Government 
policy makers and regulators to develop a pro-financial access enabling 
environment. At the sectoral level, FSD pursued a range of partnerships to 
promote industry-wide initiative. FSD has also continued to work directly with 
a limited number of financial institutions which offer the prospect of making a 
strategically significant contribution to financial inclusion. 

Market information

Better information about the financial sector is essential for the development 
of realistic pro-access policy. It is critical that policy and regulatory changes 
are guided by evidence of how access is actually evolving in Kenya. Players 
in the industry also need market information to identify potential new 
market opportunities. FSD has continued its support for the development of 
the FinAccess survey, on both demand and supply sides. The FinAccess 2006 
demand side survey had a strong positive reception and there was considerable 
interest in the follow-up FinAccess survey. Preparations for the second national 
demand-side survey were completed during 2008 allowing its completion 
early in 2009, reported above. Work on the supply-side mapping has also 
moved forward. A study examining information on the banking sub-sector 
points to a solution to increasing data and analysis on this sub-sector with 
a strong co-ordinating role recommended for the Kenya Bankers Association 
(KBA). Work also moved forward on the use of geographical information 
systems (GIS) tools to integrate and analyse the supply and demand side data 
from a spatial dimension.  

The regulatory framework

With the introduction of a legislative framework for regulating SACCOs the 
focus is shifting to implementation. FSD in partnership with the World Council 
of Credit Unions (WOCCU) provided some initial planning inputs on this and 
an earlier policy paper on establishing the new SACCO Societies Regulatory 
Authority (SASRA) was updated. Meanwhile good was made of putting 
in place the new regulatory framework for deposit-taking micro-finance 
institutions (DTM).   The regulations were completed and FSD provided support 
to building CBK supervisory staff know-how in micro-finance business.  By the 
end of the year CBK was able to issue letters of intent to issue DTM licences 
to two institutions. FSD will continue to engage with the Ministry of Finance 
(MoF) on the outstanding issue of proposed non-prudential regulation of 
credit-only MFIs.   

The explosion in use of mobile money transfer services discussed earlier was 
a major feature of the year. However concerns were raised over the safety of 
the new service and the CBK intends to introduce a new regulatory regime to 
ensure the risks are appropriately managed. To help identify the appropriate 
balance between actual risks and benefits to consumers of the new services 

Developing The Core FinAnCiAl SYSTem

The enabling environment, formed by policy, legislation and regulation can 
play a key role in improving access. In 2008, FSD continued to work closely 
with policy makers and regulators on key issues with the potential to impact 
on financial inclusion.
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in the proposed new regulatory framework, in collaboration with CBK, CGAP 
and others, FSD  developed a research study to examine practical experiences 
in using  M-PESA from clients, agents and Safaricom. The results showed that 
many of the concerns raised have been exaggerated and instances clients 
experienced losses are rare.

Consumer information and education

Competition is a key driver of market developments. The strength of competitive 
pressures depends on the extent to which consumers are able to differentiate 
rival offers in the market. Accessible information on products is essential.  The 
regular survey of bank pricing was continued during the year - the results of a 
partnership between FSD and CBK. A follow-up project was commissioned to 
look at ways to measure and disclose interest rates which allows ready cross-
comparison by consumers. This is examining international best practice and 
consumer response to various methods such as the annual percentage rate 
(APR).  

Closely linked to this initiative will be our financial education project to improve 
the ability of consumers to use information to compare offers from different 
providers. The work undertaken in late 2007 demonstrated strong support 
for financial education but a limited understanding of how to implement a 
national strategy. FSD helped in forming a Financial Education Partnership 
(FEP) with the support of 28 organisations from the private sector (including 
banks, insurance firms, SACCOs, and MFIs) and the public sector (including 
CBK, the insurance regulator and the Ministry of Finance).

The FEP, established on a voluntary basis and open to all, aims to represent 
the wide range of stakeholders interested in improving financial education in 
Kenya. Work started to develop an evidence base to inform the introduction of 
a national strategy on financial education. Research was commissioned and 
completed under the project to help develop a financial education baseline 
using FinAccess 2009. A small number of pilot initiatives will be financed to 
test the effectiveness of differing approaches. The evidence from these pilots 
will help to inform the creation of a national framework for a comprehensive 
and effective approach to improving the financial capability of Kenyans.

Investment in pro-poor finance

The expansion of services to lower income markets in Kenya continues to be 
dominated by the growth of a single institution - Equity Bank. One of the 
features of Equity’s remarkable expansion has been its ability to manage 
sustained high growth levels successfully. Two FSD projects seek to address this 
issue. Many new and early growth stage institutions face major constraints in 
accessing capital. Grant funding is often not the best answer.  With FSD support, 
Jitegemee Trust is seeking to transform to become a specialist equity investor 
in small, high growth potential institutions with the aim of encouraging 
innovation and injecting greater commercial rigour into the management of 
these smaller institutions.  

Equity Bank continued its extraordinary growth in 2008 finishing the year 
with over three million accounts. Its focus on lower income markets is 
changing the financial landscape in Kenya. Effective management of rapid 
growth has been key to its success. 
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The management of the growth process itself is a significant challenge to many 
smaller organisations - one which is often neglected in conventional micro-
finance technical support programmes. FSD is collaborating with Unitus, an 
international micro-finance support programme, in a new MFI Growth Centre.  
Using a combination of peer-to-peer learning, mentoring, formal training and 
technical assistance, the Centre aims to support the management of smaller 
institutions to realise rapid growth. Combined these two initiatives look to help 
unlock the potential within the smaller MFI segment in Kenya which currently 
only contribute relatively modestly to increasing financial inclusion.

Post election crisis support

Following a rapid assessment of the impact of the post-election crisis on the 
financial sector an emergency support project was developed early in the 
year to help mitigate the impact focusing on the micro-finance sector which 
had been the worst affected. It consists of four components. The first of these 
seeks to use the strength of MFI links with communities to promote long-term 
peace-building. A curriculum was developed and a national programme to 
promote peace and reconciliation through using MFI groups is being rolled-
out.  The other elements of the programme sought to mitigate the impact of 
the crisis on MFI operations.

A liquidity facility was put in place in partnership with USAID to facilitate on-
lending to institutions by wholesalers Oikocredit and Equity Bank. Jitegemee 
Trust was provided with a facility to support its increased investment in 
smaller viable MFIs to help build their capital base following the impact of the 
crisis. Finally technical support was provided through industry workshops to 
help affected institutions rapidly adapt products to respond to the crisis. This 
was followed by support for the establishment of a facility to fund specific 
technical assistance requirements of individual institutions, managed by the 
Association of Microfinance Institutions (AMFI).

Leveraging social protection 

Small regular social grants or payments to the very poor or vulnerable are 
increasingly recognised as a key tool in the fight against extreme poverty.  
New social protection payment schemes face major challenges in delivering 
payments safely and cost effectively to beneficiaries. During 2008 FSD took 
on responsibility for the management of payments under Kenya’s new Hunger 
Safety Nets Programme (HSNP) funded by DFID. The programme will pilot the 
payment of cash transfers to poor and vulnerable households across northern 
Kenya.

Equity Bank was selected to provide payment services to the HSNP through 
a competitive process undertaken by FSD. The approach adopted will provide 
an efficient payment solution and will offer financial services to the wider 
community in these under-served areas through new bank branches and 
access points through retailers equipped with point of sale devices. 

Delivering social protection payments through the financial system can 
help bring new services to whole communities. FSD is promoting the 
development of payments solutions through the financial sector. 
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Project Partners Objective Status

Macro: enabling environment for finance

FinAccess 2008 Financial Access Partnership which includes the 
Central Bank of Kenya

To measure access to finance by households across 
the country, contributing to the understanding of how 
the landscape of financial service in Kenya has been 
changing over time.

On-going

SACCO regulation planning 
project 

Ministry of Co-operatives Development and 
Marketing (MoCDM), World Council of Credit 
Unions (WOCCU)

Prepare for the establishment of an appropriate legal 
and regulatory framework for prudential regulation 
and supervision of SACCOs in Kenya

On-going 

Micro-finance law and 
regulation II

Association of Microfinance Institutions (AMFI), 
Central Bank of Kenya

To support the development of an appropriate 
legislative and regulatory environment to facilitate the 
growth of the micro-finance industry in Kenya

On-going

Mobile banking regulation II Central Bank of Kenya Develop an enabling environment for mobile phone 
banking in Kenya

On-going

Meso: Sector wide development

Consumer information I Central Bank of Kenya Improve the generation and dissemination of 
consumer information on financial services to improve 
competition and consumer choice    

On-going 

Consumer information II Central Bank of Kenya, Kenya Bankers Association Build a partnership with the financial services industry 
to generate and disseminate information on financial 
services to improve competition and consumer choice    

On-going

Financial Education  Financial Education Partnership including private 
and public sector members

To establish the foundations for a comprehensive 
programme of financial education in Kenya

On-going

G2P Payments development 
project 

Ministry for the Development of Northern Kenya 
and other Arid Lands (MDNKAL), Ministry of 
Gender, Equity Bank, DFID

To catalyse the expansion of private sector driven 
payments systems to allow the efficient delivery of 
social payments under proposed new programmes 
and significantly expand access to appropriate 
financial services for low-income Kenyans.

On-going

SACCO Cap I World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU) Develop the capacity of SACCOs through development 
of a sustainable business services industry 

On-going

Capacity development fund 
II (CapFund II)

Microfinance Management Institute (MFMI) To support the growth of market based training and 
other human resource development business services 
in Kenya

Planning

MFI growth programme Unitus Development of the capacity to effectively manage 
rapid growth in high potential micro-finance 
institutions   

Development

Jitegemee Trust restructuring Jitegemee Trust Ltd Development and implementation of a new 
institutional structure for Jitegemee Trust to support 
its objective of providing equitable access to financial 
services to low income individuals through appropriate 
intermediaries on a commercial basis

On-going

Post election emergency 
support

Association of Microfinance Institutions (AMFI), 
USAID, Equity Bank, Oikocredit

To develop appropriate emergency  support to 
mitigate the impact of post-election conflict on the 
financial sector in Kenya

On-going

Table 1: Core financial system: project activity
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Project Partners Objective Status

Micro: retail capacity development

Kenya Post Office Savings 
Bank (KPOSB II)

Kenya Post Office Savings Bank Support the development of Postbank as a leading 
provider of savings and related services to low income 
consumers across Kenya

On-going

KWFT: transformation 
support I

Kenya Women Finance Trust Support KWFT to undergo institutional transformation 
to become a major providers of financial services to 
low income women and micro-enterprise

On-going

Faulu transformation 
support I

Faulu Kenya Support Faulu in undergoing institutional 
transformation to become a leading provider of 
financial services to low income households and 
micro-enterprise

On-going

Direct retail capacity support

FSD aims to gradually reduce the level of direct support to institutions under 
the core financial system theme over the next few years in favour of industry 
wide initiatives. Nevertheless we have continued to work with a small number 
of strategically significant institutions which offer the prospect of expanding or 
consolidating financial service provision to very large numbers of clients.  

During 2008 work was completed on the implementation of technology and 
new business processes to realise a major development in Kenya Post Office 
Savings Bank’s (KPOSB or Postbank) business model. This will see Postbank 
moving from its traditional passbook based savings account to a card based 
account. All Postbank branches have now been equipped with point of sale 
devices enabling customers to access their accounts at any outlets using cards.  
The speed and efficiency of service has improved dramatically. Simultaneously 
Postbank has been able to eliminate its monthly ledger fee - a feature of its old 
account which many clients disliked and presented a cost barrier to those on 
a low income who only seek to transact occasionally. Postbank is one of the 
leading providers of services to low income consumers in Kenya and has the 
second largest number of savings accounts. Its new business model positions 
it to compete more effectively and expand services.

The new Microfinance Act creates the potential for MFIs to significantly 
expand their market, offering savings services to their clients and competing 
with downscaling banks. Transformation from credit provision to full financial 
intermediation, accepting deposits involves a major shift in business model 
and operations. FSD has been providing technical assistance to two of the 
leading MFIs in Kenya, Kenya Women Finance Trust and Faulu Kenya, to 
prepare for licensing and entry into the deposit taking business. Both made 
strong progress during 2008 and completed applications for licences. CBK 
issued letters to both confirming that licences would be issued in 2009 subject 
to the completion of its remaining requirements.

New technologies such as Safaricom’s mobile phone based payments service, 
M-PESA, promise to revolutionise access to finance in Kenya. The Central Bank 
of Kenya (CBK) is developing the regulatory framework to support these new 
approaches. FSD is partnering with CBK in this work.    
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Farming is vital to the livelihoods of many Kenyans. Erratic rainfall patterns represent a major threat to agricultural production affecting food security, reducing returns on 
farming investments and reducing the willingness of lenders to finance the sector. FSD is supporting the development of  index-based weather insurance in partnership 
with the Rockefeller Foundation and the World Bank. This offers the potential to mitigate this key risk faced by many farmers in Kenya.
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Financial exclusion falls disproportionately on rural areas as illustrated in the 
chart below. While just over 1 in 5 Kenyans in urban areas are financially 
excluded, it is over 1 in 3 of those in rural areas who have no access to services.   
Furthermore over 40% of those in urban areas are able to access a formal 
service; meanwhile less than half of the rural population use a formal service.  
Given that nearly 4 out of every 5 Kenyans (78.7%) are located in rural areas, 
addressing financial inclusion in rural areas is a priority for FSD.

At a headline level there have been some modest improvements in rural access 
over the last two and a half years. These show particular gains from the use of 
other formal services – largely as a result of the use of the widespread use of 
the M-PESA money transfer service.   

FSD’s rural theme area seeks to address some of the challenges to improving 
access specific to the rural context. Some of the factors which constrain access 
are the dominance of agriculture in rural economies, large distances between 
consumers and market centres, lower incomes and poor financial literacy. It is 
important to note that many of FSD’s projects in other theme areas impact on 
rural finance but are not exclusively focussed on rural access. Notably projects 
such as support to KWFT, Faulu, KPOSB, and SACCO Cap also make a significant 
contribution to rural finance with over 50% of their activities being rural. 

Index-based weather insurance

Index-based weather insurance offers the prospect of a market based approach 
to mitigating weather risk - a major constraint to agricultural finance. Following 
initial pilot activity on maize a larger project was developed during the year 
to test a range of models. Undertaken in collaboration with the World Bank 
and Rockefeller Foundation it will cover both crops and livestock insurance.  
The project provides technical assistance and helps manage the pilots which 
will typically involve multiple stakeholders from banks, MFIs, insurers and 
the Kenya Meteorological Department (KMD). Discussions with potential 
private sector players started during the year and potential partnerships were 
identified for various crops, with the first pilots expected early next year.

Warehouse receipts for agriculture

Support to the Eastern Africa Grain Council (EAGC) toward establishing and 
promoting a viable and sustainable warehouse receipts system (WRS) started 
at end of 2007. The post-election violence which hit the country at the start 
of the year resulted in destruction of produce and hampered transport to the 
certified warehouse. However, the project still managed to realise its targets 
and was successfully launched in April. The WRS project was expected to then 
start to build volumes but was impeded by government intervention in the 
market. Directives were issued prohibiting buyers other than the state National 
Cereals and Produce Board (NCPB) from buying maize from farmers. The 
project has therefore has had to be put on-hold awaiting a return to normal 
market conditions.
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FSD’s rural theme area seeks to 
address some of the challenges 

to improving access specific to the 
rural context. Some of the factors 

which constrain access are the 
dominance of agriculture in 

rural economies, large distances 
between consumers and 

market centres, lower incomes 
and poor financial literacy.
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Rural delivery capacity through SACCOs

Increasing competition and meeting the requirements for the forthcoming 
regulatory framework for SACCOs will present challenges for many SACCOs.  
This is starkly illustrated by the reduction in usage of SACCOs discussed above.  
FSD launched a SACCO Fund to provide technical assistance to SACCOs seeking 
to improve and expand services and prepare for regulation.

Five SACCOs with a strong commitment to reform were selected in the pilot 
round and support projects started. A second round of the fund was launched 
in the latter part of the year targeting larger rural agricultural based SACCOs. 
These SACCOs face greater challenges and more far-reaching projects are 
envisaged.

Community based finance

The nature of the rural environment where populations are frequently dispersed 
and communications poor lends itself to a more decentralised approach to 
delivery. Meso level work, building support systems which enable the industry 
as a whole to develop, is therefore especially important in rural finance.

An example of this approach is provided by the Decentralised Financial Systems 
(DFS) project, which has been developing and testing tools for strengthening 
community based financial organisations (CBFOs). An independent review 
of the project showed that the tools have had a strong positive impact 
on the performance of the groups and the institutions which support them 
(see box 1).  

Financial service associations (FSAs) are community owned financial 
institutions which operate like village banks, offering a range of credit, savings 
and money transfer products. K-Rep Fedha Services (KFS) has been established 
as a specialist provider of management and other support services to FSAs. 

FSD is supporting K-Rep in transforming a project which simply promoted the 
establishment of FSAs into a viable business services provider to a nationwide 
network of FSA. The aim is to create a more a sustainable system; experience 
shows that unsupported FSAs encounter many challenges and can often fail.  

In 2008 a strong emphasis was placed on automation of FSAs in order to 
reduce costs and improve service levels at both the KFS and FSA levels. While 
automating FSAs, many of which are located in remote rural areas remains a 
challenge strong progress continues to be made. Individual FSAs within the 
KFS network are all fully financially sustainable and KFS has continued to 
improve its cost recovery. The prospects for long-term viability are bright.

Group savings and loan associations (GSLs) are small community operated 
groups, typically with between 15 and 25 members.  Similar to the 
accumulating savings and credit association (ASCA) model, these group 
offer basic savings and credit between group members. After initial training, 

A staff member of the Mukuyuni Financial Services Association  at the 
entrance to their offices. Community based financial organisations can provide 
services to low-income people in more remote rural areas far beyond the 
current reach of formal banks. FSD is engaged in a number of initiatives to 
strengthen and expand community based financial groups.
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Group Savings and Loan Associations are operated entirely by their members 
providing a very low cost way to provide savings and credit services in the 
most remote areas.

the simplicity of the approach allows groups of even relatively financially 
unsophisticated members to operate without any further outside support. 
During 2008 FSD worked with CARE Kenya on developing a project to expand 
the model across the country.  

A major emphasis will be on finding cost-effective delivery channels for a 
national scale-up as well as improving the basic model and testing its impact. 
The project is now testing the use of community based trainers (CBTs) for 
training groups with various forms of support and supervision such as local 
private sector franchisees, faith-based organisations (FBOs) and CARE itself. 

Box 1: Strengthening management and governance of community based finance

The Decentralised Financial Systems (DFS) project began in 2003 as an action research project to improve outreach of financial services in remote and rural areas 
by developing and disseminating tools to strengthen the management and governance of community based financial organisations (CBFOs).  The project started 
by reviewing the financial landscape in Kenya to see which types of models and approaches were reaching more remote rural areas and serving poorer people.  
Results from this work showed that the CBFOs, owned and managed by the members, had a deeper geographical and poverty level outreach than other financial 
services models. The managed accumulating savings and credit associations (ASCA), financial services associations (FSA) and to an extent savings and credit 
co-operative (SACCO) were models that were clearly reaching into remoter areas and poorer populations. However, these models face issues related to weak 
management and governance typical of member-based organisations which make operating sustainably a challenge.  It is not uncommon for members to lose 
money through either organisational failure or fraud.  

In response to this finding DFS started developing and testing tools to strengthen the management and governance of the CBFOs.  The tools were integrated into 
the three models - managed ASCAs, FSAs and SACCOs through action research.  In addition, the project carried out research which sought to assess the extent of 
outreach by each of the three models and explore the potential for a further CBFO model, the terminating ASCA or Group Savings and Loan (GSL) Association.  

A major focus was on strengthening the managed ASCA model in which the ASCA management agent (AMA), usually an organisation but sometimes an 
independent individual, offers management services to the group at a fee. The scale of fee is linked to the size of the total loan fund.  AMAs work with either already 
existing groups or help in the formation of the groups.  The services provided include training, book-keeping and management of group operations.  After the 
initial training the groups are not bound to continue working with the AMA and will only seek further support if the members feel there is value.  Unlike rotating 
savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) where the day’s savings are immediately given to one or more members, ASCA operations provided a more complex loan 
product and hence demand a more sophisticated system of book-keeping and oversight.  Often this is not attainable by the members of the group and necessitates 
external support.  

An independent review of the project concluded that the use of the DFS tools had a strong impact on the performance of groups and the institutions that support 
them. DFS has successfully developed and tested tools for managing operations and strengthening governance of groups and integrated these into the common 
ASCA and FSA models.  Use of the DFS tools has been proven to strengthen the management of groups, generating transparency and reducing the risk of loss of 
funds to the more influential members of the group.  In addition, DFS has developed an ASCA methodology which has streamlined group operations and improved 
the product offer. FSD will now support a third phase to scale-up the roll-out of these tools to reach large numbers across three provinces.
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Project title Key partners Objective Status

Meso level:  sector-wide development

Decentralised financial 
systems II

Decentralised Financial Services Develop and test simple and effective tools and 
delivery techniques to strengthen operations, 
management and governance in community/rural 
base financial organisations as a building block for 
developing sustainable and robust decentralised 
financial systems in Kenya

On-going

Index based weather 
Insurance   

World Bank, Rockefeller Foundation and ILRI Develop and demonstrate the market viability of 
index-based insurance products to reduce the impact 
of weather risk on smallholder farmers and pastoralists 
in Kenya

On-going

Warehouse receipts system Eastern Africa Grain Council Establish and promote a viable and sustainable 
warehouse receipts system

On-going

Micro-level: retail capacity development

DrumNet DrumNet To support the commercialisation of DrumNet as a 
provider of rural supply chain management services 
integrating smallholder farmers within viable 
agricultural value chains and enabling access to 
finance

Development

Financial Services 
Associations (FSA) 
transformation II

K-Rep Fedha Services Ltd Demonstrate sustainability at the regional level and 
expand the network of commercial FSA management 
services laying the foundations for full sustainability of 
the system

On-going

Group Savings and 
Loans Associations (GSL) 
development

CARE Kenya To develop the group savings and loan system to the 
stage at which a programme of national scale-up 
to reach large numbers across the country would be 
viable.  

On-going

SACCO Fund I Various SACCOs, SACCO Cap Support to institutional strengthening of SACCOs with 
a view to strengthening governance, financial stability 
and operations to comply with the new regulatory 
framework.

On-going

SACCO Fund II Various SACCOs, SACCO Cap Support to institutional strengthening of SACCOs with 
a view to strengthening governance, financial stability 
and operations to comply with the new regulatory 
framework.

Development

Second tier rural institutional 
support

AMFI Support the emergence of dynamic, growth oriented 
MFIs from the second tier MFI segment.

On-going

Table 2: Rural finance: project activity
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Many small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in Kenya are constrained 
by a lack of suitable financial products and services. Evidence points to a vital 
role for SMEs in economic growth; a role strongly recognised in Government 
policy. Under this theme area, FSD aims to build sustainable capacity for SME 
financing in Kenyan financial institutions. As with other theme areas, work 
extends from the policy and regulatory (with an emphasis on research) through 
industry infrastructure (such as credit reference) to the retail level (exemplified 
by projects with FINA and Equity banks). In this theme there are significant 
opportunities for modest interventions, notably in research, which can have 
a significant impact on market development. These are undertaken within 
an umbrella project - GrowthFin (see box 2 on key findings from the recent 
independent review of GrowthFin). Larger interventions are commissioned as 
full projects.

Research efforts

A major focus for GrowthFin has been on improving our understanding of 
the constraints to SME finance in Kenya. A study into the potential for credit 
scoring for SME lending in Kenya was completed and published. This report 
concluded that there was indeed considerable potential and highlighted 
possible interventions for FSD in the design of a credit scoring model suited 
to the Kenyan SME market. Also completed was an assessment of the 
international trade finance instruments available in Kenya for the SME sector.  
While broadly positive about the trade finance environment in Kenya this 

expAnDing FinAnCe For growTh

Box 2: Key findings of the GrowthFin mid-term review 

A midterm review was commissioned at the end of the year by the Springfield Centre for Business in Development. The main findings are summarised below:

In terms of its main performance targets, GrowthFin has largely achieved all the outputs set out in the original project appraisal report. At a strategic level, GrowthFin’s 
main impact has been to improve the information flow and in doing so raised stakeholders’ awareness of different issues. More tangible signs of change are not 
yet evident but the seeds of future impact have been sown, providing the basis for future actions by the project. A number of factors contribute to GrowthFin’s 
performance - especially its own learning in relation to its role and wider changes in the financial sector. From GrowthFin’s early experience, two priorities stand out 
for the future: the need for greater strategic focus and for improved efficiency.

The review report contained the following recommendations:

Create a valid vision of the future SME finance market system. This should include a detailed view of the functioning of the core of the market and the range of 
supporting functions such as credit bureaus, skills and knowledge development, information and rules.

GrowthFin should concentrate of at most four strategic themes to realise its vision. It is recommended that these be:

Credit bureaus �

Training and capacity development �

Product development �

SME information base �

In addition, a small projects window should be established to allow GrowthFin flexibility for additional studies or other actions beyond the main areas of strategic 
focus. 

A potential SME client at a FINA Bank branch, Nairobi. Growthfin works at the 
retail level to build sustainable capacity for SME financing in Kenyan financial 
institutions, exemplified by projects with FINA and Equity banks.
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A large format printer in operation at Union Technology (K) Ltd in Nairobi.  
Access to appropriate and affordable finance for SME can lead to increased 
employment and growth. Both are critical to achieving the long term goal 
of eradicating poverty in Kenya.

report illuminates potential interventions to improve the availability of trade 
finance to SMEs. Both of these studies were carried out in conjunction with 
the Private Sector Development Strategy (PSDS) Secretariat as part of FSD’s 
contribution to implementation of the PSDS. A study into the costs of taking 
collateral was started in partnership with the CBK. There is a concern that 
SMEs are disproportionately affected by the costs of completing the legal and 
administrative process of pledging collateral.  For larger businesses these costs, 
which are believed to be comprised of a significant fixed element, add only a 
small margin to the overall cost of credit.  At the other end of the spectrum, 
lending to micro businesses and many consumers is rarely formally secured. 
By contrasts SMEs often need access to amounts which are too large for banks 
to advance without collateral but for which the costs may be quite significant.  
The study will be completed in 2009. 

Industry infrastructure: credit reference

A major breakthrough was achieved in the year with the establishment of a 
regulatory framework to support the implementation of credit reference in 
Kenya. Following an earlier legislative change the Banking (Credit Reference 
Bureau) Regulations were finalised, enabling the CBK to license and supervise 
credit bureaus in Kenya.  FSD is now working with the Kenya Bankers 
Association (KBA) to support its members in moving towards compliance 
with the new system.  Under the new credit reference regime banks will now 
be required to share negative information (covering credit defaults, frauds, 
forgeries, cheque kiting, receiverships, bankruptcies and liquidations, use of 
false securities and misapplication of borrowed funds). A project manager will 
support the banks in implementing credit reporting system and spearhead a 
national awareness campaign.

Skills development

Evidence from the FINA and Equity action research projects suggests that there 
is a chronic deficit in human capacity to expand access to financial products 
and services to the SME sector in Kenya. A comprehensive, cost effective and 
sustainable solution will be needed. GrowthFin established a think-tank 
composed of SME finance specialists in Kenya to agree objectives and chart the 
way forward. As a first step a concept paper was commissioned by a leading 
international consultant and refined with inputs from the think-tank.  The 
think-tank also commissioned a preliminary assessment of current capacity 
building in the financial sector. A two day retreat was subsequently held in the 
final quarter by the think-tank to develop a project to tackle the constraints 
identified. It is now envisaged that a full industry-wide project to tackle the 
skills gap will be developed during 2009.

Retail delivery capacity

At the retail level, FSD works with financial institutions targeting the SME 
sector to build capacity in risk management and appraisal through action 
research, product pilots, best practice and training. Over the last two years 
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Project Partners Objective Status

Meso level:  sector-wide development

Credit reference Central Bank of Kenya, Kenya Bankers 
Association and Credit Bureau Association

To support the creation of an effective credit 
information sharing environment in Kenya that has 
a markedly positive impact on access to finance 
especially by small medium enterprises

On-going

GrowthFin: Trade finance 
study

Consultants: GFA consulting Group Carry out a review of available trade finance facilities 
in Kenya

Complete

GrowthFin: Credit scoring 
study

Consultants: Microfinance Risk Management, 
LLC and Strategic Business Advisors

To research, analyse and document the situation of 
credit scoring in Kenya

Complete

GrowthFin: Credit information 
sharing

Consultants: PERC and Kenya Bankers 
Association, CBK

To analyse and outline a proposed methodology 
of implementing a credit information sharing 
environment 

Complete

GrowthCap – SME finance 
capacity building initiative

6 person think tank, Business Dynamics To support the development of human skills capacity Development

Micro-level: retail capacity development

Equity Bank II Equity Bank, DAI Europe To support the effective implementation of Equity 
Bank’s new lending strategy

Complete

FINA Bank II FINA Bank, Shorebank International To develop an SME lending business at scale within 
FINA bank, demonstrating the viability of lending to 
SME market to the commercial banking sector

On-going

KGT factoring Kenya Gatsby Trust (spun out into wholly 
owned subsidiary: Biashara Factors Ltd) 

To support the development of a factoring operation 
in Kenya at scale targeting small and medium sized 
enterprises

Development

ABC Bank - supply chain 
financing

ABC Bank To support the development of supply chain financing 
products available in the mainstream banking sector 
targeting SMEs.

Development

Table 3: Finance for growth: project activity

FSD has worked with FINA Bank and Equity Bank to increase the capacity of 
both institutions to assess SME risk with the assistance of leading international 
specialists in SME finance. Lessons learnt from these two projects will be 
disseminated to industry players in case studies under preparation.

FSD is currently developing two new projects looking to develop specialist SME 
focussed products. The first involves the development and commercialisation 
of factoring.  In many other markets it is found that factoring is strongly used by 
SMEs, providing a flexible source of working capital finance based on the sale 
of invoices to the factor. In the other project a supply chain financing project 
is under development. This aims to develop two products targeting SMEs 
involved in supply chains - SME invoice discounting (which has similarities to 
factoring) and local purchase order (LPO) financing. A beautician at Hopeline Saloon in Nairobi using an eight-in-one facial 

machine purchased with finance from FINA Bank under its new SME lending 
programme.
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Figure 17: Growth in project investments

Figure 18: Breakdown of spend by theme area

Figure 19: Breakdown of spend by level

Figure 20: Project performance

FinAnCiAl highlighTS
FSD’s core funding during the year was derived from the UK’s Department 
for International Development (DFID), Swedish International Development 
Agency (SIDA) and the Government of Kenya Ministry of Industrialisation/
World Bank. In addition funding was received from the Ministry of Finance/
Agence Francaise de Developpement and DFID to support a number of 
specific project activities. Our work on index-based weather insurance is 
a collaboration between FSD, Rockefeller Foundation and World Bank.  FSD 
manages the funding on behalf of  the partners. 

Our investment in financial sector deepening in Kenya has continued to 
grow over the last year (figure 17). While in previous years this has been 
associated with a growing number of project activities, we are now starting 
to see more early stage projects maturing with a commensurate increase in 
the expenditure.  There were 37 active spending projects in the year, giving an 
average annual spend per project of just over KShs 10m. However given the 
diversity of FSD’s portfolio, the range of expenditure varies considerably with 
very small investments on research and early stage projects to over KShs 50m 
on a major institutional transformation initiative.  

FSD’s management input is not simply an overhead but very much part of 
FSD’s investment in developing financial markets. Much time is spent by FSD’s 
project staff in working with our partners on project design and technical 
support during implementation. Nevertheless we monitor our management 
expenditure carefully. Despite an increase in overall staff numbers, 
management cost has steadily reduced as a proportion of overall expenditure. 
It now accounts for 11.4% of total expenditure in the year, a figure which 
compares favourably with similar programmes internationally.

Although FSD’s new strategy emphasises the rural theme area, this has yet to 
be reflected in actual expenditure (figure 18). With the maturation of a number 
of substantial core projects the spend in this area increased significantly over 
the last year.  It is important to note however that much of the activity in the 
core theme area impacts strongly on rural finance – a feature not reflected in 
these figures. Meanwhile there has been a pronounced shift away from the 
micro level to the meso level (figure 19), reflecting an earlier strategic decision.  
As financial markets develop in Kenya then FSD’s focus necessarily shifts from 
individual retail demonstration projects at the micro-level to supporting the 
creation of industry infrastructure at the meso-level and the development of 
an enabling policy and regulatory framework at the macro. 

The impact of FSD’s work clearly depends strongly on the performance of the 
project we support. Projects are closely monitored and we rate all our large 
projects on a quarterly basis. At the end of 2009, over 70% of projects were 
performing satisfactorily, accounting for 84% of project commitments.  For 
the remainder, it was felt to be too early to assess actual progress for most, 
while there were two which were performing below expectations - assessed 
as poor in figure 20.
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FinAnCiAl STATemenTS

2008 2007 

INCOME

Grants  762,659,750  293,243,751 

Bank Interest  11,965,164  2,805,629 

Total Income  774,624,914  296,049,380 

EXPENDITURE

PROJECT EXPENSES

Core Projects  371,349,408  311,837,391 

Designated Projects   5,230,543  -   

376,669,951  311,837,391 

ADMINISTRATIvE EXPENDITURE  50,199,802  48,593,355 

TOTAL EXPENDITURE  426,779,753  360,430,746 

FINANCE COSTS  12,297,456  3,681,791 

TOTAL COSTS  439,077,209  364,112,537 

SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR 335,547,705 (68,063,157)

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31ST DECEMBER 2008
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BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER 2008

2008 2007 

ASSETS

Non-current assets

Property and Equipment  2,230,000  1,375,382 

Intangible asset work in progress  1,088,193  -   

Loan Advance  153,600,000  -   

Total non-current assets  156,918,193  1,375,382 

Current assets 

Grants receivable  3,640,241 

Receivables  874,371  673,388 

Contract advances  4,198,736  -   

Bank and cash balances  365,829,000  26,732,673 

Total current assets  370,902,107  31,046,302 

Total Assets  527,820,300  32,421,684 

RESERvES AND LIABILITIES

Reserves

Accumulated Fund  291,007,154 (44,450,551)

Non-current liabilities

Deferred income  820,000 

Current liabilities

Unexpended projects fund  120,774,503 

Deferred income  410,000 

Accruals  70,395,678  48,058,976 

Tax liability  44,412,965  28,813,259 

Total current liabilities  235,993,146  76,872,235 

Total reserves and liabilities 527,820,300 32,421,684



Towards a new financial frontier
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Financial Sector Deepening
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